
sometimes, a midwife carries the hard work home 
 
 
What will you do? 
 
 I’ve skipped ahead to the bargaining stage. If this baby lives, I promise…I promise…I 
promise… 
 
Inhabit the threshold, I write back. For a while. Until I can sleep. 
 

… 
 
i find a mnemonic for analyzing poetry when elementally  i need a stone cold moment 
to wax brutal scientific, poeticize blame   (all) error birth  (this) outcome 
 this mask that never ends 
 

(i long to dream again) 
 
(but) this bog of a body of a spine that once held me  up of a brain run amok, shorting 
disallows voice and rest and self punishment alike disavows peace  grief  shine
 any life  
 repositions me 
 
(so) a bridge is no bridge for me 
a way to cross back to myself, no way 
 no clear passage for/givin’  
 
under peachy, july skies 
or in the penetrating blues of april 
 i take  take     take  (breath(e)) 
 
in the evening fade i slink along the shores of the mad river noctambulant castings 
scree  spells and wander  lost 
 open  offering my small losses to the stars  then shrink in their light 
 
memories  snapshots broadside fireflies drawn to how dark my dark can be 
 (thinking i could ever be home to anything so beautiful again) scratch  drop 
away, exhausted    () the pressure 
 
but for my grandmother’s ring   (bloodstone, chipped, red spattered on my skin) 
i would forget i had hands  
i choke  i’m pieces and leave only traces behind   
 say, like, at dawn, if someone burns toast 
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